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Preface

WHEN my sister’s young son, Jamie, was about three years

old, he had trouble sleeping because his biological clock

always woke him up just before the crack of dawn. Filled with

passion, he would wake up energetic and ready to face the day—

long before the rest of the family was ready to open their eyes.

My sister thought that if she put black-out shades on my

nephew’s window, he would not wake up so early. However, the

next morning, even though his room was completely dark, he

woke up at the crack of dawn anyway, and went racing into the

living room, calling in delight, “it’s morning in the living room!”

where indeed, he could see the sun rising over the lake and

streaming into the house. 

The story touched me and I immediately saw parallels in it

relating to the inner vision I experienced following the death of our

son by probable suicide. Sometimes we just know things in our

hearts, and even though we may be experiencing a horrendously

dark time, a spiritual voice in us knows that somewhere deep

down—in some mysterious place within us—there is a sunlit place

waiting for us. This book traces my journey to finding that “morn-

ing in the living room” following the wrenching loss of our son,

when it felt as if black-out shades had been drawn permanently.

The commonality that those who have lost loved ones to suicide

share when they are immersed in sorrow is the potential for greater

vision into the meaning of life, oneself, others and God. Like the

author of the book of Revelations, we initially feel as if we are cast

onto the rocky island of Patmos, where wind-driven waves batter

the shoreline. Yet, like John, during times of desolation, we learn to

look beyond that which we see with our eyes; we discover (as my

young nephew instinctively knew) that the confined, dark space we
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are in opens into wider, panoramic vistas just beyond our present

horizon. With time and healing, we find that, like “stepping into the

morning in the living room,” powerful, unfolding truths wait for us

that will bring us comfort and peace. These things flood us with

moments of brilliance when we least expect it, encouraging us to

take heart. Like John, who did not ask for his visions, our inner rev-

elations, while “ordinary” in the sacred sense of the word, also

come with clarity and insight that strengthen and uplift us, paving

the way for renewed purpose and passion in life. 

The only requirement for receiving their messages is that we be

receptive. Opening does not happen all at once, but little by little,

as we unblock and unlock our grief-torn hearts, allowing hope a

chance to gently seep in. It takes patience, time and nurturing care

to allow ourselves to believe in life again; yet it is within that vul-

nerability of our reaching that God surrounds us with support,

befriends us and helps us to feel safe, whole and vital again. It is

my hope that this book will serve as an emissary to those who are

enmeshed in the tragedy of losing a loved one to suicide—a

reminder that there’s life beyond the black-out shades where

Divine Compassion invites us into the sun-fused living room of

God’s heart. As we learn to redefine ourselves and start life over, it

is here that we ultimately understand that beyond the lessons we

learn from experiencing such unspeakable loss lies the gift of recog-
nition—of the spiritual world that is, was and always will be. 

Joni Woelfel 



I

How Shall We Live?

“Choose life so that you and your descendants may live,
loving the Lord your God… and holding fast to him; for
that means life to you and length of days . . .” 

Deuteronomy 30:19b, 20a.

In the beginning, all we can do is keep remembering that
faith is as powerful and limitless as grief, our response mat-
ters, prayer is optional and above all, we must help each other
keep our hearts safe. We can learn to give ourselves a second
chance, even if our loved one did not. Even in death, life
and love hold out their hands to us.
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1

Changed Forever 

We know that all things work together for good for those
who love God, Who are called according to his purpose. 

Romans 8:28 

FOR me, one of the most significant things that happened fol-

lowing our son’s death was when I called the local newspaper

that I write for and asked them to interview us. I felt a fierce pro-

tection of our son when I found out that suicide isn’t generally cov-

ered by newspapers and therefore, the life of the person isn’t cele-

brated publicly. It never occurred to us to have shame, but we dis-

covered that there is sometimes a dark-ages mentality, silence and

taboo surrounding the topic of suicide. The publishers I contacted

said they wanted to interview us and the next day their editor spent

at least an hour with us listening and asking caring questions and

later met with some of our son’s friends. She wanted to know what

the suicide experience was like for us, what messages we had for

others to help educate them and to help us celebrate our son’s life

publicly. I felt my heart would burst with love, sorrow and pride

from the things my family shared. Even though we were still

extremely traumatized, this was our first experience in being pro-

active in our grief, our first inkling in realizing how profoundly

altered and changed we would be as a family and as individuals. 

In a short time, I memorized the statistics by heart: suicide is the
second leading cause of death in children, teens and young adults. Every
year, about 30,000 people in the United States of all ages, ethnic and


